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enforcement of foreign judgments, statutory regime, 377
grounds of jurisdiction, 81–2
jurisdiction agreements, 103
matrimonial causes, jurisdiction, 196
proof of foreign law, 18
recognition of foreign marriage decrees, 203
Tanzania
administration of estates, 303–4
arbitration agreements, 103
bankruptcy, 271
bills of exchange, 174–5
capacity to invoke jurisdiction, 126–7
children
adoption, 226
custody, 237
Tanzania (cont.)

- legitimacy and legitimation, 247
- choice of law, conceptual issues, 4 contracts
  - applicable law, 134
  - capacity and formal validity, 143
  - decline of jurisdiction, 103
  - diplomatic immunity, 119–20
  - distinction between substance and procedure, 9
  - domicile of origin and of choice, 34
  - enforcement of foreign judgments
    - defences against recognition and, 343
    - res judicata, 338
  - statutory regime, 378–80
  - foreign arbitration awards, 413
  - foreign currency obligations, 160
  - international judicial assistance, 451
  - intestate succession, 293–4
  - marriage
    - recognition of foreign decrees, 203
    - validity, 184–5
  - matrimonial causes
    - enforcement of foreign
      maintenance orders, 214
    - jurisdiction, 196–7
  - New York Convention, 413
  - proof of foreign law, 19
  - property ownership and transfer, 262
  - stay of proceedings, 103
  - succession, intestate, 293–4
  - taking of evidence for foreign courts, 451
  - winding up of foreign company, 271

- third parties
  - attachment of property, 86

- torts
  - country reports, 149–51
  - double actionability rule, 151–3
  - issues generally, 149
  - lex fori, 151
  - lex loci delicti, 150, 153
  - test of jurisdiction, 151

- trustee in bankruptcy
  - vesting of property, 274

- trusts
  - contract creating trust, governing
    law, 276–7
  - jurisdiction, 276

Uganda

- administration of estates, 304
- arbitration agreements, 105
- bills of exchange, 175–6
- capacity to invoke jurisdiction, 126–7
- children, adoption, 226–7
- contracts, interpretation, 148
- decline of jurisdiction, 104–5
- diplomatic immunity, 120
- domicile of dependency, 42
- domicile of origin and of choice, 34–5
- enforcement of foreign judgments
  - defences against recognition and, 343
  - international competence for, 324–5
  - res judicata, 338
  - against states, 349
  - statutory regime, 380–2
  - foreign arbitration awards, 414
  - foreign currency obligations, 160
  - grounds of jurisdiction, 62–3
  - international judicial assistance
    - service of foreign process, 442
    - taking of evidence for foreign courts, 452
- intestate succession, 294
- jurisdiction agreements, 104–5
- marriage, property rights, 188
- matrimonial causes
  - enforcement of foreign
    maintenance orders, 214–15
  - jurisdiction, 197

- New York Convention, 414
- proof of foreign law, 19
- service of foreign process, 442
- stay of proceedings, 104
- succession, intestate, 294
- taking of evidence for foreign courts, 452

- unilateral conflicts rule
  - surrogacy agreements, 233–4
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
  parties, 121–2
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